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By investigating the existing prototyping tools and emerging 

technological paradigms, this thesis contributes a new flow-

based visual programming software called Glue which makes 

prototyping physical interactions and connected experiences 

easier for designers without a strong technical background.  

With overwhelming new technologies and interconnected 

disciplines, more designers learn technical know-how and 

build technical prototypes to better explore and evaluate con-

cepts. However, most existing prototyping tools are still engi-

neering-oriented and their ways of introducing programming 

and electronics can be intimidating for non-specialists. The 

aim of this thesis project has been to rethink prototyping tools 

and to bridge the gap between design tools and the new phys-

ical and digital hybrid design context. 

As a result, Glue is proposed and developed to offer an alter-

native way to create a program by manipulating logics graph-

ically. With visible flows and real-time feedback, designers can 

learn, understand and create program intuitively. The smart-

phone integration allows beginners to set up flexible archi-

tectures and mimic connected experience easily. Glue also 

provides powerful ways to explore invisible behaviours across 

time and possibilities.
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BIG ICEBERG

Figure 1.1: Iceberg - designing objects is experiencing a fundamental tranformation.



With overwhelming new ideas and technologies, designing 

objects is experiencing a fundamental transformation. They 

long for simplicity on the surface while becoming more com-

plex below the surface like an iceberg (Figure 1.1). Immate-

rials (Arnall, 2014) such as behaviours, algorithms, data are 

beginning to drive the quality of a good product experience. 

This poses not only a shift on designers’ mindsets and skills 

but also a new set of challenges for tools we use. It should 

be a right time to rethink our design tools. However, before 

evaluating existing design tools, it’s necessary to have a look 

back at the evolution of tools from a macro point of view, es-

pecially in the realm of interaction design: how have tools 

been shaped during the evolution of mankind and which 

influences they have to contribute back to design activities 

afterwards? There are two purposes by doing this:
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1) To start from the very beginning and show an attitude of 

humility. 

Instead of asking “how can we make existing design tools 

more efficient and user-friendly? ”, a better attitude would be 

“why do designers need new tools?” and “what kind of new 

tools should be provided?” 

2) To break out of the dogma and always be aware of alterna-

tive ways of thinking. Knowledge and past ideas are essen-

tial, and dangerous as well - they can trap you in a particular 

way of thinking.

I suppose it is tempting, if 
the only tool you have is a 
hammer, to treat everything 
as if it were a nail.
- Abraham Maslow (1996)

The most dangerous thought 
you can have as a creative 
person is to think you know 
what you’re doing.
- Bret Victor (2013)
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Tools and human evolution have been very interrelated in the 

history. For a long time, the use of tools was even regarded as 

the main distinguishing property between humans and other 

species.

In the domain of design, emergences of new tools have al-

ways been a reflection of transformations of design materials. 

Bruce Sterling (2005) describes six classes of objects (Figure 

1.3) in varying object-human relationships in his book ‘Shap-

ing Things’.  I will adopt Bruce’s classification of created ob-

jects to discuss the relationship between materials, design 

professions and design tools.

THE EVOLUTION OF TOOLS 
AND MATERIALS

“ A tool addresses human needs by amplifying 
human capabilities. That is, a tool converts what 
we can do into what we want to do. A great tool 
is designed to fit both sides.”

- Bret Victor (2011)
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Figure 1.2: Bret’s illustrations of his definition of a tool with a ham-

mer. 2011
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regarded as material 

instantiations of an 

immaterial system

Figure 1.3: The Human Engagement with Objects. ‘Shaping Things’ (p.51)



The process took a long time: before the germ of mechanics 

and engineering, artifacts were usually made by hand, used 

by hand and powered by muscle. With the emergence of new 

materials such as iron, copper, gold, silver and continuous 

explorations on sciences, there was a more sophisticated 

social division of labor and precisely proportioned artifacts 

with machinery. A new profession arose to concentrate on 

the aesthetic and making of MACHINES. These people, called 

craftsmen, were the precursor of modern designers. Howev-

er, differing from modern design, design was not separated 

from production. Pen and paper were the most important de-

sign tools for craftsmen (Figure 1.4).

Mass production and distribution of MACHINES happened at 

the beginning of the 20th century. The industrial revolution 

and assembly line methods dramatically lowered production 

costs. While producing a variety of affordable PRODUCTS, the 

society started to reflect the aesthetic of machine-production 

and the boundary between machinery and craftsmanship. 

Soon a new profession arose to fill the gap called industrial 

designer. The diversity of materials and toolchains has been 

expanded largely. Besides pen and paper remain as powerful 

conceptual tools, more specialised tools have been developed 

along with more sophisticated design processes.

The advanced development of electronics and the rise of the 

personal computer in the late 1970s opened a new era of hu-

man civilisation. Since then a new kind of artifact called GIZ-

MOS has appeared with the capability of behaving as almost 

anything else: typewriter, bookshelf, radio, game, etc. The 

way of manufacturing them is completely different from the 

way of making PRODUCTS. They have no physical forms but 

interfaces. They can be programmed, copied, upgraded and 

deleted. Again, a new profession arose to design GIZMOS - 

interaction designer. Meanwhile, a new wave of design tools 

has been made in the form of GIZMOS to enhance the design 

activities (Figure 1.5, Figure 1.6).

MACHINES AND CRAFTSMEN

PRODUCTS AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS

GIZMOS AND INTERACTION DESIGNERS
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Figure 1.4: Manuscript by Leonardo Da Vinci

Figure 1.5: Photoshop 1.0

Figure 1.6: The first steps 

of Flash - FutureSplash 

Animator



THE SHIFTING LANDSCAPE

The internet has been a hotbed of breeding Gizmos in various 

forms - websites, database, phone apps, clouds. Some vari-

ants are so highly advanced and smart that they are attempt-

ing to break those rectangle-based flat screens and gradually 

penetrate into our physical world to become SPIMES. 

SPIMES are essentially connected software-hardware hybrids 

that have no fixed physical forms (Thomas, 2006), are regard-

ed as material instantiations of an immaterial system. SPIMES 

begin and end as data. They can be tracked through space 

and time throughout their lifetime (Sterling, 2005). 

SPIMES was coined as a neologism for a futuristic object, 

nevertheless, there has been a great deal of convergence of its 

characteristics and properties of the coming wave of artifacts 

(Figure 1.7, Figure 1.8).

So if SPIMES are indeed coming, how do people react to them? 

Refuse them or adapt them? How much design energy will be 

attracted? Who will be those ‘Wranglers’ (Sterling, 2005) who 

intend to design SPIMES? The engineer? The interaction de-

signer? The industrial designer? Or will there be another new 

profession arising similar to previous paradigms?

In a SPIME world, objects coexist as ARTEFACTS, MACHINES, 

PRODUCTS, GIZMOS and SPIMES (Sterling, 2005). Not every 

designer has to be a ‘Wrangler’. However, for those who want 

to design, make and use SPIMES, I believe that new mindsets, 

skills and tools have to be adapted.

MINDSET

The first step towards the shift is the mindset and widespread 

recognition of the need of change. I can see the germ of these 

early conversations in design research: ‘The SoftMat Para-

digm’ (Blevis, Lim, & Stolterman, 2006), ‘Technology as ma-

terial’ (Redström, 2005), ‘Dematerialized’ (Van Campenhout et 

al., 2013), in design practise: ‘Changing your Hammer’(Gardi-

en, P. et al., 2014), ‘Sketching in Hardware’ (Dore, 2009), and 

in design education: ‘Why Design Education Must Change’ 

(Norman, 2010), ‘A proposal for the future of design educa-

tion’ (Dubberly, 2011).

SKILLS

The second step is complementing the designer’s talent with 

skills through education and practice. Nowadays accessing 

these effective educations can be in various ways. There are 

schools that offer different interesting specializations. For 

instance, the design interactions programme at Royal Col-

lege of Art proposes a fictional approach to speculate futures 

(Dunne & Raby, 2013), while the Interaction Design pro-

gramme at Umeå Institute of Design offers practical courses 

in ‘Experience Prototyping’ (Buchenau & Suri, 2000). Besides 

traditional courses, social movements such as the MOOC 

(Massive Open Online Course) movement and the maker 

movement arose to provide designers with alternative ways 

to learn new skills.

MEET SPIMES A NEW SET OF CHALLENGES FOR
DESIGNERS

BECOMING A ‘WRANGLER’
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Figure 1.7: The Nest Learning Thermostat

Figure 1.8: Google Now



Based on the shifting landscape described in the introduction 

chapter, in this thesis, I personally aspire to investigate its in-

fluences on methods, processes and tools from an interaction 

designer point-of-view, furthermore, to contribute my out-

comes back to empower new breeds of designers and other 

creative individuals. 

In this section, I intend to define goals and objectives of my 

thesis. Goals are desired outcomes whilst objectives are more 

measurable and tangible activities for achieving goals.

PROJECT GOALS:

My primary goals of the thesis project are:

1) to inform people about the shifting landscape of design 

and the upcoming challenges it brings in term of mindsets, 

skills and especially tools. 

2) to investigate and analyse existing tools in the context of 

use. to contribute new design tools to enhance the design 

activities. 

MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES:

In order to achieve the goals, I would love to: 

1) Understand the shift through researches and interviews 

with people in the design domain. 

2) Formulate a general criteria for designing a new wave of 

products. 3) Evaluate current design process and the involved 

tools by observations and interviews based on the criteria. 

4) Identify key problems and opportunities. 

5) Facilitate workshops to generate ideas of potential tools. 

6) Iterate through experience prototyping, self-refection and 

quick evaluation. 

7) Package final prototypes as a proof of concept. 

8) Push the prototype further into a distributable release 

(wish)

TOOLS

The third step is supplementing the designer’s talent and skill 

with tools. As described in the first chapter, tools have be-

come more and more specialized as more complicated mate-

rials and sophisticated design processes have emerged. 

Do we need new tools for this shifting landscape? What kind 

of tools are needed? They are essential questions that I would 

love to explore and answer in this thesis. The scope of focus-

ing on tools is appropriate both for my ambition and my abil-

ity.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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In the research stage, I did desktop research on technologi-

cal paradigms that affect interaction design, emerging tech-

nologies as well as critical point-of-views on these trends. I 

interviewed related people both from the education and 

the industry on their experiences and expectations of tools. 

Meanwhile, a three-week long course observation was con-

ducted to gain a comprehensive understanding of the tools 

and context the designers are engaged with.

Furthermore, a set of insights were extracted from the syn-

thesis, and three main opportunity areas were identified and 

discussed for further explorations.

RESEARCH
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A framework for the research (Figure 2.1) was created in or-

der to better communicate and understand what needed to 

be investigated. 

The essential goal of research phase was to:

1) define each element establishes in this framework

2) better understand relationships between them in connec-

tions to the design context

3) investigate and analyse problems and opportunity areas

4) formulate some general principles that could be used to 

guide and evaluate concepts

DESKTOP RESEARCH

The research started off with the literature review on the top-

ics of interaction design tools including previous research 

and reviews of existing tools. Several major social and tech-

nological paradigms were studied with the intention of their 

influences in disrupting design contexts and design tools. 

Emerging technologies were investigated as well to under-

stand the characteristics of next wave products. 

INTERVIEW

A number of interviews were conducted to understand 

whom this thesis aims for. Their feedback and expectations 

were collected.

OBSERVE IN CONTEXT

A semi-participant observation was carried out in a three-

weeks long collaboration course, aiming at investigating and 

analysing existing design tools in the context of use.

RESEARCH SCOPE

INTENTION & FRAMEWORK METHODS

08 RESEARCH
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Figure 2.1: Research Framework
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Literature research includes the collection and classification 

of existing interaction design tools, and previous reviews and 

criticisms of them.

One of the biggest challenges for my research would be the 

variety of existing specialised tools. Knörig introduces an ap-

proach to analyse tools by looking at the design process and 

the activities that constitute it (Knörig, 2008). He abstracted 

design activities into four general stages: conception, sketch-

ing, prototyping and production. And he distinguishes be-

tween graphical interaction design and physical interaction 

design and provides a matrix map of existing tools and op-

portunities (Figure 2.2). 

My initial thoughts on his method are: 

1) The traditional linear design process might have been 

changed or might be changed in new phenomenons. 

2) The border between digital and physical becomes blurred. 

3) However, his ‘context-based’ method is very inspirational 

and could be adopted in this thesis.

Camille Moussette suggests a ‘sketching in hardware’ per-

spective (Moussette, 2010) to interaction design tools. His 

explorations and researches on haptic interaction design 

(Moussette, 2012) and hardware prototyping provide me 

with great insights. His approach consists of both personal 

inquiries and external perspectives, by observing academic 

activities and professional works, self-reflecting on own ex-

periences (Moussette, 2012), etc. He completed a substantial 

toolkits review on the capabilities, qualities and limitations, 

which is extremely valuable for my research. 

Last but not least, Bret Victor approaches tools more on a 

principle level (Victor, 2012). He has released a series of inno-

vative essays and talks on inventing tools (Victor, 2013), fu-

ture programming (Victor, 2012). With his deep understand-

ing and thinking of human behaviours and technologies, he 

always sets up high-level design pillars and impresses people 

with provocative prototypes. It’s fairly hard for me to adopt 

his method, but his philosophies and prototypes could in-

spire me in the later design stages.

By acknowledging the benefits of available tools on enhanc-

ing the design activities, this session highlights selected in-

sights and difficulties of both digital and physical tools.

1) The pen(cil) and paper remain the most powerful and gen-

eral tools used across all design disciplines since they give 

the complete freedom for shaping and communicating ideas, 

especially in the early design stages. (Knörig, 2008)

2) However sketches and drawings produced by physical 

tools such as pen(cil)s and papers are difficult to document 

and archive in a systematic way. Furthermore,  they are dif-

ficult to be refined and developed because of their physical 

properties. There is a wave of emerging tools intend to bridge 

the gap by digitalizing them as photos, scanned copies and 

videos.

3) In a large perspective, design tools are progressing rapidly 

towards ‘technology-oriented tools’ direction as they focus 

more on ‘the functional and technical realisation’ not design 

explorations (Moussette, 2012). The result would be that de-

signers spend precious time figuring out technical know-

hows rather than design outcomes.

4) Good tools support and encourage powerful ways of think-

ing. There is a balance between ‘abstracting away implemen-

tation’ and ‘locking the user into a specific way of doing’. 

(Moussette, 2012)

APPROACHES ON DESIGN TOOLS RESEARCH

A BRIEF REVIEW ON EXISTING TOOLS

LITERATURE REVIEW

Figure 2.2: Matrix of interaction design tools. Knörig, 2008
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PARADIGMS RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

In 2011, Marc Andreessen, the founder of Netscape, wrote an 

influential essay in The Wall Street Journal titled “Software 

is Eating The world“ (Andreessen, 2011). He argued that mo-

bile, cloud, social and big data technologies will disrupt every 

industry. This argument is even stronger for design. When 

everything is going digital, algorithms, information, data 

are new materials. What does this mean for designers? Their 

skills need to be broadened significantly and they should 

learn how one particular technology actually works.

“ Everybody in this country should learn to pro-
gram a computer... because it teaches you how 
to think.”

- Steve Jobs, The Lost Interview (2011)

LEARN TO CODE MOVEMENT

With the boost of software applications, Learn to Code move-

ment has become an international phenomenon recently. 

Programming is regarded as a must-have skill in the future  

and everyone is encouraged to learn to code. There are a 

number of organizations, companies, and initiatives trying 

to tackle computer science and coding education: Codecad-

emy, CodeNow, Coursera, Mozilla, Code.org, Treehouse, etc.

CASUAL PROGRAMMING

Meanwhile, there’s another trend intends to change the way 

of programming and make it more accessible to non-tech-

niologits. - “ giving every day, non-programming people the 

tools, services, and APIs usually reserved for the hackers and 

technology elite in friendly and accessible forms.” (Tuttle, R.,  

2015)

Ever since 2012, accessible technologies, affordable manu-

facturing tools and new sources of funding are spawning a 

hardware renaissance.

“ Atoms are the new bits.”

- Chris Anderson (2013)

MAKER MOVEMENT

One of the biggest drivers behind is the rise of the maker 

movement as Chris Anderson called The New Industrial Rev-

olution(Anderson, 2014). The maker movement is an exten-

sion of DIY culture with an emphasis on technology, engi-

neering and fabrication. Makers use a combination of home 

tools, equipment at local hackerspaces, and online fabrica-

tion services to build, prototype, hack and manufacture all 

kinds of things. 

OPEN HARDWARE

Maker movement is spurred and supported by a proliferation 

of affordable and accessible open source technologies: Ardu-

ino microcontrollers, 3D printers, laser-cutters, as well as oth-

er easy-to-learn development platforms All of this has given 

designers and engineers a fast-forward button touching off a 

wave of innovation.

HACKERSPACE

The rise of the maker culture is also closely associated with 

the rise of hackerspaces. Hackerspaces are community-op-

erated places where people with common interests can meet 

socialize and collaborate. Hackerspaces functions as hubs for 

peer learning and knowledge sharing, providing space, spe-

cific tools and resources.

DIGITAL FABRICATION & CROWDFUNDING

With the spreading of “Do It Yourself” spirit and its emphasis 

on learning-through-making, more and more people start 

creating instead of only costuming products. Online services 

like Shapeways, Kickstarter and business incubators provide 

new ways of funding, manufacturing and disturbing prod-

ucts. This will open up the possibility for low-cost, tailored 

products and services for individuals and specific applica-

tions

SOFTWARE EATS THE WORLD HARDWARE RENAISSANCE

Figure 2.3: IFTTT recipes
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INTERVIEWS

TEACHING BASICS

The fundamental teaching strategies 

at UID Interaction Lab is to introduce 

programming and electronics basics 

by showing how things work and en-

couraging self-directed learning.

COMMON CHALLENGES

The most common challenges fac-

ing design students are that they treat 

programming as theoretical subject 

and are always unconfident with their 

skills. 

THE RISK OF SIMPLIFICATION

“Hiding some of the technical imple-

mentation details away from their us-

ers, may risk locking them into specific 

ways of attacking problems.” (Mous-

sette, 2012)

ATTITUDE TOWARDS NEW TECH-

NOLOGY

When it comes to adopting new tech-

nologies into the education. Rickard 

argued that it’s hard to predict which 

platform would grow as the next big 

thing among overwhelming alterna-

tives. And it’s significant for new tools 

to be able to compatible with existing 

platforms.

I interviewed Rickard Åström who is 

responsible for the Interaction Lab at 

UID with the focus on:

1) the purpose of setting up the inter-

action lab.

2) the difficulties in introducing pro-

gramming skills and electronics to de-

signers

3) education tools

4 design students currently enrolled 

at  Interaction programme were inter-

viewed on their experiences in sketch-

ing and prototyping, as well as their 

problems and expectations regarding 

tools. Each of them has distinct  back-

grounds and knowledge set.

People work in start-ups and creative 

firms were reached as input from the 

industry. Unique insights were provid-

ed more from a perspective of com-

munication  and collaboration.

PROBLEM-SOLVING WITH DETOURS

All students value “Learning from mis-

takes“  attitude.

BE INFORMED

When students learn a new skill or 

tool. They argue strongly for being in-

formed about:

1) what’s available there

2) how it works

3) what’s happening

4) know where I am

ACROSS PLATFORMS

Students use different tools depend 

on projects. However, there’s a con-

stant struggle to align and communi-

cate data between different platforms, 

think/do in different ways as well.

DIFFICULTIES IN COMPARISON AND 

EVALUATION

What they are designing are those in-

visible ‘experience’. It’s hard to com-

municate, compare and evaluation 

them. 

DIGITAL VS. PHYSICAL

There’s an emerging phenomenon 

about the amalgamation and conflict 

of digital interaction and physical in-

teraction. 

PROTOTYPE AS SPECIFICATION

In start-ups, designers work tight-

ly with developers. They desperately 

search for means to reduce commu-

nication costs and become as lean as 

possible. 

VARIOUS ARCHITECTURES

For the latest wave of commercial 

products and services, there’re several 

classic architectures such as gadgets 

pair with phones, gadgets connect to 

the cloud directly, etc. However, de-

signers are rarely support by tools to 

sketch and prototype these connected 

experiences. 

TOOLS FOR MAPPING OUT TOOLS

One interviewee suggested a tool for 

mapping out available tools for differ-

ent design stages.

COMMUNICATION

Tools for convincing clients and gath-

ering user feedback.

EDUCATOR START-UPS & 
CONSULTANCIES

DESIGN STUDENTS
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OBSERVATION IN CONTEXT

I participated in the Sound Design course for Interaction De-

sign programme & Advanced Product Design programme at 

Umeå Institute of Design as a technology assistant as well as 

an observer. The course was a great opportunity for my re-

search input. The mixture of industrial designers and interac-

tion designers, the course schedule and the course theme all 

fit my scope very well. By observing and helping out during 

this 3 weeks intensive course, I intend to gather information 

on all design tools they use along with different design stag-

es and understand designers’ expectations and problems on 

tools better.

I adopt a balanced approach between passive observation 

and active observation:

PASSIVE 
OBSERVATION

ACTIVE 
OBSERVATION

   APPROACH    PROS           CONS

won’t disturb their 
design activities
have a boarder view 
of all teams

have a richer experi-
ence on one design

cause discomfort

loose varieties of 
samples
increased workload

OBSERVATION APPROACH

of the existing tools don’t provide immediate feedback in an 

understandable way, as a result, designers were frustrated 

with the endless debugging process and unfamiliar terms.

UTILIZE THE RESOURCES AT HAND IN CONCERT WITH 

TIME CONSTRAINTS

The diverse backgrounds and skillsets of participants resulted 

in vast and distinct adoptions of tools and resources. How-

ever, the major challenge for all participants is that how to 

maximize using the resources within a limited amount of 

time. Designers need to learn to compromise, detour and find 

shortcuts.

WIZARD OF OZ

Wizard of Oz prototyping was widely used among all the ob-

served. This tactic enables designers manipulate and con-

trol interactions freely based on circumstances therefore it’s 

particularly suited to exploring design possibilities which are 

demanding to implement. However, the shortcoming is that 

this approach requires a higher commitment of resources to 

build a responsive system.

SMARTPHONE AS A TOOL

With a compact size, advanced onboard sensors and in-

creased computing power, along with countless applications  

smartphone has become an ideal  prototyping platforms. One 

of the observed team embedded smartphone inside their tan-

gible prototype to generate sound feedback.
SPENDING THE MOST TIME ON TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW

From my observation, design students with little program-

ming or electronics knowledge spent most their time in 

learning syntax, understanding ready-made examples rather 

than exploring variations of experiences. Even worse, most

KEY INSIGHTS

Figure 2.4: Observation approach “Pros and Cons”
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RESEARCH SYNTHESIS

THE BIG PICTURE

The introduction chapter described the landscape shift from a historical point of view. 

The new term “SPIMES“ was introduced to classify the latest wave of man-made ar-

tefacts. They are digital-physical hybrid objects driven by data, algorithms. Emerging 

phenomenons mentioned in the trend research session also underline this transfor-

mation. 

IN WHICH CONTEXT THE TOOL EXISTS

With the advent of this new ecology of things, there’s a need for designers to explore 

this intersection of digital interaction and physical interaction (Figure 2.5). That is the 

design context this project is aiming for.

The  Framework (Figure 1.9) mentioned in the scope section was kept as a container to 

deconstruct and reconstruct insights and findings that collected from my desktop re-

search, interviews and observations. Since the research stage was a diverging process 

providing much boarder perspective than my starting point. It’s necessary to revisit 

my initial intentions by clearly defining three fundamental elements established in 

the framework: 

CONTEXT

DIGITAL

HYBRID

CONNECTED

SMART

PHYSICAL

Figure 2.5: Design Context
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TOWARDS FUNCTIONAL FIDELITY

Designers build lots of prototypes for exploration and decision-making along with the 

design process, from low-fidelity sketches all the way to the final product. 

Not only can you have a prototype that looks like a realistic product, but you can also 

have a prototype that works like a realistic product. The term “fidelity” simply refers to 

how realistic the prototype is. There’re two dimensions of fidelity (Figure 2.6). One is 

the form fidelity. Prototypes are made to pursue the visual aesthetics. Tools like pho-

toshop, sketch, and CADs softwares were built for this dimension. 

Another dimension is the functional fidelity. Efforts are made to explore the inter-

activity, the aesthetics of behaviours. This is usually achieved by programming and 

building technical blocks. 

In this thesis, I intend to focus on creating tools toward functional dimension. 

OBJECT(S)

Figure 2.6: The Dimensions of Fidelity

INTERACTIVE
PROTOTYPES

IMPLEMENTATION
CODE

 FUNCTIONAL FIDELITY 

VISUAL
FIDELITY

END-PRODUCT

PHOTOSHOP / CAD
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The first chapter introduced Bruce Sterling’s concept - “SPIME Wranglers“, those who 

are the new wave of  designers and makers in the era of Internet of Things. However, 

participants can start at any level and from any discipline. This scope is still far too 

broad for this project. 

LEVELS OF EXPERTISE

In order to build interactive prototypes, people are required to have knowledge in pro-

gramming and electronics. And designers have different levels of these skills. Based 

on the general skill acquisition model of Hubert L. Dreyfus (Dreyfus, 1986 ). A model of   

the development of prototyping expertise was built to provide metrics to visualize the 

targeted tribe of this thesis. (Figure 2.7)

TOOLS FOR WHOM?

This vision of this thesis tilts toward the left side of the segmentation. In short, this 

project centered around creating tools for the novice and advanced beginner.

NOVICE
A novice has little knowledge 

in prototyping basics. They 

don’t know what technolo-

gies are available and how 

programming works. By fol-

lowing strict rules given by 

the experts, they cope with 

problems on the basis of ob-

jective features provided in a 

situation.

ADVANCED BEGINNER
After seeing a sufficient 

number of examples, the 

advanced beginner is able to 

recognize some situation-

al aspects, for instance, the 

mental model of how Ardu-

ino system works is formed. 

They understand how sen-

sors and actuators can be 

linked. Instead of following 

rules step by step, they start to 

follow higher level maxims.

COMPETENT
With increasing experience, 

the number of features and 

aspects to be taken into ac-

count becomes overwhelm-

ing. A competent learns to 

adopt a hierarchical view of 

decision-making. He/She 

sets a goal and makes plans in 

the first place and knows how 

to organize relevant elements 

in a situation.

PROFICIENT
The proficient performer has 

enough knowledge and ex-

perience to understand with-

out conscious effort what is 

going on and what the most 

important issues. However,   

they still have to think about 

what to do.

EXPERT
The expert responds to spe-

cific situation intuitively and 

performs the appropriate 

action straightaway without 

comparing alternatives.

PEOPLE

Figure 2.7: A model of the development of prototyping expertise

NOVICE
ADVANCED 

BEGINNER
COMPETENT PROFICIENT EXPERT
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ACTIVITIES & CHALLENGES

TOOLS

OBJECT(S)PEOPLE

CONTEXT

TOOLS

OBJECT(S)

CONTEXT

TOOLS

PEOPLE

Based on the research, when the novices and advanced be-

ginners use tools to build interactive functional prototypes,  

the most common challenges besides subjective attitude as-

pects are:

1) They spent most of time in understanding technologies 

and relevant vocabularies. 

2) Problem-solving with detours is a great way to accumulate 

knowledge, but could also be exhausting without being in-

formed at the right time.

There is usually a gap between the context designers want to 

mock and the actual prototype they built. Because: 

1) What designers build are isolated objects with limit func-

tionality, depends on the fidelity they might not work togeth-

er to provide a holistic and seamless experience. 

2) The circumstance could be crucial if the project involves 

sophisticated technologies like data alignment across differ-

ent platforms, the collaboration between different users. It’s 

beyond the ability of the novice and beginners.

After getting the right setting, designers are able to mimic 

the real design context, an ongoing conversation(Schon, D. 

1992) starts between the performer and the context itself. The 

performer constantly changes parameters to explore various 

versions of the experience. The context meanwhile commu-

nicates back to the performer by reacting differently. Even-

tually, the performer can make a decision for the next move. 

The challenges in this activity lay in: 

1) Difficulties in communicating, comparing and evaluating 

invisible experiences.

2) Limited time and resource in exploration 

BUILD

REPRESENT

EXPLORE & 
REFINE

There are three primary activities involved in the defined framework: Designers BUILD interactive prototype(s), and set up the 

environment to REPRESENT the real context, then EXPLORE & DEFINE the experience they want.

BUILD

REPRESENT

EXPLORE & REFINE



OPPORTUNITY AREAS

EXPLORATION PROVOKING

How to empower designers with tools to 

maximize the scope of explorations? How to 

enable them to see alternatives across time  

and possibilities? And how to make invisible 

behaviours visible and represent them in the 

form of data?  

Most existing tools are engineering- orient-

ed with the emphasis on the efficiency and 

implementation. 

CROSS BOUNDARIES

It’s obsolete to draw a boundary between 

graphical interaction design and physi-

cal interaction design from now, because 

of the disappearing border between them. 

This thesis set the focus on software-hard-

ware hybrids. However, sketching and pro-

totyping cross-boundary connections still 

remains a big challenge for designers. There 

are rare available design tools to provide easy 

solutions for this phenomenon.

LEARNABLE PROGRAMMING

How to introduce programming to design-

ers in an understandable way? Most of ex-

isting design tools are still created by devel-

opers with an engineering way of thinking. 

Thus, they force most designers and oth-

er non-specialists to learn and think in an 

uncomfortable way. Other than text-based 

code, it would be promising to provide alter-

native ways of programming.

CONTEXT

TOOLS

OBJECT(S)PEOPLE

LEARNABLE
PROGRAMMING

CROSS 
BOUNDARIES

EXPLORATION 
PROVOKING

Figure 2.8: Opportunity Areas

Based on the analysis of three activities, three opportunity areas were highlighted.
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RESEARCH SUMMARY

TOOLS FOR WHATDESIGN CONTEXT

KEY TAKEAWAYS

DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL HYBRID

The latest wave products we’ve creat-

ed are highly digital-physical hybrids 

which can connect to the internet and 

connect with other devices. And they 

are smart enough to sense, interpret  

and react to human activities.

INTIMIDATING TOOLS

When beginners built prototypes, they 

spent most their time in understanding 

syntax, debugging technical issues. In 

most cases, these issues are, for in-

stance, missing the semicolon at the 

end of the expression or forgetting to 

close the loop, which could be avoided 

by being informed immediately. 

VARIOUS BOUNDARIES

There are gaps between the design 

context they want and the actual pro-

totypes they built. What designers 

build usually are isolated objects with 

limit functionalities, they either might 

not work together to provide a holistic 

and seamless experience or involves 

sophisticated technologies.

BUILDING INTERACTIVE PROTO-

TYPES

Different from engineering, the pur-

pose of designers building technical 

blocks is to explore interactivity and 

try different design possibilities. De-

sign tools for sketching interactions 

are rare.

RESTRICTED EXPLORATION

Beginners actually have very limited 

time to exploring various versions of 

experiences. Plus, Experiences usually 

mean dynamic transformations, invis-

ible behaviours. They are fairly difficult 

to communicate, compare and evalu-

ate. 

LEARNABLE PROGRAMMING

How to make technical  knowledge 

such as programming and electronics 

more understandable and friendly for 

designers?

CROSS BOUNDARIES

In the emerging “internet of things”, 

how to provide easy solutions for de-

signers to mimic connected experi-

ences across different platforms or 

spaces? 

EXPLORATION PROVOKING

How to empower designers with tools 

to explore more design possibilities 

with less time.

To sum up, I had a more comprehensive understanding of the target audience, the design context and what type of tools this 

project is aimed at.

TARGET AUDIENCE

NOVICES AND BEGINNERS

Existing prototyping tools are very 

engineering-centric, requiring some 

understanding of programming, code 

and electronics. However, most de-

signers are novices and beginners in 

term of technical know-how.

OPPORTUNITIES
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In the concept development phase, I further ideated around  

three addressed opportunity areas discussed in the previous 

chapter. Potential ideas were picked and grouped into one fi-

nal concept. 

Paper prototyping and video prototyping were used for ear-

ly testing and storytelling. A minimum viable product(MVP) 

version of the final concept was developed and evaluated by 

designers. Quality feedbacks were collected and reflected as 

well.

CONCEPT 
DEVELOPMENT



THEME 1: LEARNABLE PROGRAMMING

22 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

The goal of this ideation theme is to enable the novices and 

beginners understand what program is and learn to code. 

Two popular approaches exhibited in the trend research are:

1) better ways to introduce the concept of programming. 

Plenty of learning platforms are built to provide tutorials and 

examples.

2) lower the barrier of the programming by changing the lan-

guage itself. For instance, to design alternative languages es-

pecially for designers.

Learning curves of different tools are various (Figure 3.1). 

Some tools are made easy to be adopted in the beginning but 

become restrictive for complex tasks. Others may require a 

certain period of investment to get started, however once you 

master the basics, skills can be grown smoothly. Knörig ar-

gued that an ideal tool should be easy to get started with (low 

threshold), should be open-ended and allow professionals to 

work on sophisticated projects (high ceiling), lastly should 

not be too specific in the range of things that can be created 

with it(wide walls).(Knörig, 2008)

One big problem with current creative tools like Processing 

and Arduino IDE is that they are still CLI(command-line in-

terface) based, which means the logic flow is hidden in the 

expression of the text. This is not friendly to most designers 

who used to visual thinking. Tools like Scratch (Figure 3.1) 

provide a great example of making the logic flow visible.

The idea of informing designers what is going on is extreme-

ly helpful. The current programming model of most popu-

lar tools is static. They show all the code but hide the data. 

Once changes are made, the program has to be recompiled 

and recalculated everything. And most of the time, this model 

forces a programmer to do arithmetic in the head to get the 

perfect result. This might be efficient for implementation but 

not learning and exploration. 

Live programming environment such as VVVV, Max/MSP 

suggest another model of building everything parametric  

ally and displaying results on the fly.  

LEARNING CURVE

MAKE MEANING TRANSPARENT

MAKE FLOW VISIBLE

REAL-TIME FEEDBACK
NOVICE

ADVANCED 
BEGINNER

COMPETENT PROFICIENT EXPERT

TIME INVESTMENT

T
H

R
E

S
H

O
LD

HIGH

LOW

LITTLEBITS
ARDUINO

IDEAL CURVE

Figure 3.1: Learning curves

The idea was that the programming environment should en-

able beginners to effortlessly learn the vocabulary. What do 

these terms mean? and how this function can be used? So the 

learner can concentrate on high-level concepts. 

The example (Figure 3.2) is a solution of providing labels on 

mouse-over in a Processing-like programming environment 

by Bret Victor.

Figure 3.0: Providing labels on mouse-over. (Victor, 2012)

Figure 3.2: Scratch is a free programming language developed by MIT 

Media Lab, http:// scratch.mit.edu



THEME 2: CROSS BOUNDARIES
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This theme explored how to create enabling tools to cross 

boundaries. There are mainly three common types: 

1) fundamental boundaries between the physical world and 

the digital world.

2) boundaries between different platforms

3) boundaries between various architectures

BRIDGE PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL WORLDS

CROSS PLATFORMS

FLEXIBLE ARCHITECTURES

There’re many levels of bridging two worlds. The first level is 

that simply mirroring each other. Everything you have in the 

physical world has a representation of it in the digital world, 

and they are synchronized. 

There are countless device platforms: smartphones, tablets, 

laptops, watches soon or later. Each of them speaks in dif-

ferent language making prototyping even harder. The lesson 

could be learned from the engineering world is that either 

better protocols could be introduced as the standard lan-

guage for data communication or better frameworks could 

enable designers “prototype once, work everywhere“.

The next level is to apply actions based on the circumstanc-

es with deep understand the merits and demerits of objects 

in each world. For instance, when a physical is pressed, it 

doesn’t provide a clean signal says, “I’m being pressed”. Be-

cause of its physical properties, the button actually slightly 

‘bounce’, you’d get multiple counts rather than the expect-

ed single count. Therefore, you have to “debounce” the but-

ton, which means checking twice in a short period of time 

to make sure it’s definitely pressed. On the contrast, a digital 

button on the screen requires no-”debounce”, however it may 

have other properties like “hover“.

The boost of IoT brings in some new interaction patterns and 

architectures, such as object-to-object, object-to-web, ob-

ject-to-smartphone, etc. Tools for lowering the complexity of 

setting up these architectures would be extremely powerful 

for designers. 

Figure 3.3: Osmo: A magic mirror to play with real things on your iPad

Figure 3.4: Phsycial Button vs. Digital Button

Figure 3.6:The Spark Core is a $39 development kit for creating Wi-Fi 

connected products.

Figure 3.5: Kaliber - An application for easy access to using standard 

(HID) input devices, created by UID alumni: Adam Henriksson & 

Jules Fennis



THEME 3: EXPLORATION PROVOKING
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The intention of building interactive prototypes depends on 

the context and situation, however, generally they serve pur-

poses as follows:

1) prototypes are built to explore alternative options of expe-

riences/concepts.

2) prototypes are built to showcase and prove design deci-

sions.

Based on my personal experience, designers don’t really 

brother which term is used for their outcomes. In the realm 

of physical interaction, “prototypes” and “prototyping” are 

commonly used. Bill Buxton(Buxton, 2007) point out the 

importance of the clearer distinction between sketches and 

prototypes (Figure 3.7). From a design process perspective, 

sketches generally mean the drawings and ideas exist on 

notes and papers while prototypes are higher fidelity working 

proofs in the later stages of the process.

Another perspective suggests by Moussette (2012) is that the 

radiation pattern each encompasses (Figure 3.8). He also ar-

gues that designers should use the term ‘sketching’ more 

when referring to design activities that relate to evolving and 

building interaction ideas creatively (Moussette, 2010).

With the emphasis on provoking sketching, it’s important to 

provide means allowing creators see across different design 

alternatives and compare them on the fly.

SEEING ACROSS POSSIBILITIES

SKETCHING VS. PROTOTYPING

PROTOTYPING BY PERFORMANCE

Figure 3.7: The Sketch to Prototype Continuum

Figure 3.9: Immediate Connection

Figure 3.8:  Sketches contribute back to its creator, prototypes radiate 

outward to the others and the world.

Brett Victor in his talk “Inventing on Principle“ (2012) present-

ed a demo (Figure 3.9) that showcased how creators can build 

an immediate connection with what they’re creating by di-

rect manipulation and real-time feedback. 

As mentioned previously in the research phase, Wizard of Oz 

prototyping was the most popularly used technique in my 

observed course. For instance, Figure 3.10 shows a remote 

controller which students built to control the light behaviour 

inside their prototype.  Rather than freezing behaviours in 

the code, students can explore behaviours intuitively and 

perform far more complex effects. What if tools can enhance 

this kind of controller-performer model sketching? And what 

if we can capture complex behaviours and apply them freely 

to everything?

Figure 3.10:  A Xbee  based remote controller was built to perform 

complex light behaviours in a project named ANNA Breathing Assis-

tant, https://vimeo.com/120105257



VIDEO STORYTELLING
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After brainstorming around three themes and principles dis-

cussed above, early ideas were selected and typical user cases 

were described in the form of video sketches.

#3 EXPLORATION PROVOKING

#2 CROSS BOUNDARIES

#1 LEARNABLE PROGRAMMING

Meet Xia, an interaction designer who 
just gets started with Arduino and elec-
tronics. 

Like most very beginners, he has no 
idea how all these pieces come togeth-
er. 

Thanks to all the tutorials and examples 
out there, it’s actually not that hard to 
take baby steps.

However, what frustrates him the most 
is the programming language. He 
spends so much time in understanding 
the new vocabulary

As well as translating his own logic
into a formatted text perfectly until the 
machine can understand it.

Now Xia got the led blinking, but he 
wants something beyond it. Umm, 
how about/suck as  controlling the LED 
through a smartphone? Sounds inter-
esting. 

XIA is interested in exploring more be-
haviour patterns of the light. He knows 
it can be achieved by changing the 
code and variables. But it’s fairly hard 
to imagine the behaviour out of code.

He’s also introduced to use a potenti-
ometer to manipulate the light direct-
ly. It has become much more intuitive 
in explorations Though it’s difficult to 
capture certain behaviours.

XIA believes this performative collabo-
ration between people and the proto-
type could be enhanced through tools. 
For instance, a potentiometer can be 
easily linked to the led. And what if you 
can record the behaviour while per-
forming it

And you can replay it later.

Then the challenge is how to connect 
Arduino to a smartphone. Xia searched 
for solutions online. It turned out that it 
involves many different technologies. 
He can create a control app using Pro-
cessing, then push the command data 
to a Cloud. And there should be another 
Processing program on the comput-
er constantly checking the Could and 
sending the command to Arduino. 

It’s mission impossible for people at 
his level. Xia wonders if this procedure 
could be much easier. For instance, a 
smartphone module could be directly 
integrated. You can add a slider compo-
nent in the phone UI, link the output to 
the analog LED.

And of course you can preview the re-
sult on the fly.

So Xia asks: how can we make pro-
gramming more understandable?

In Xia’s imagination, there’s a new pro-
gramming environment which will be 
more intuitive and visual than the com-
mand-line interface. Rather than writ-
ing code, people focus on controlling 
the higher level flow.

And all the feedback should be immedi-
ate when any change was made.

Video Link: 

https://youtu.be/T_UOO32aBss



FINAL CONCEPT FRAMING

The storytelling video made it easy to communicate three 

themes with people. A range of positive and critical feedback 

was suggested which led to the final concept. This section ex-

plains how the concept was shaped. The detail of the concept 

will be introduced in the next chapter.

The vision of this new programming environment is to em-

power the novices and advanced beginners with tools based 

on the three principles, to not only shorten their iteration cy-

cles but also maximize the scope and depth of their explora-

tions.

Thanks to the open hardware movement, we saw several so-

phisticated hardware tools made access to sketching physical 

interaction much easier for designers. But many situations 

cannot be addressed by hardware and the key problems lay 

in the software.

Though each opportunity theme has the potential to lead to 

great tools for the novices and beginners, final decision was 

made to create a new programming environment as a vehicle 

to communicate all of them, because these principles were 

more valued than the execution in this thesis and they might 

unleash others’ creativities. For each of them, key features are  

established as proof of concepts (Figure 3.11).

CONCEPT VISION

A NEW PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT

ITERATION  TIME

EX
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CURRENT

DEPTH

Figure 3.11: Concept Framework

LEARNABLE
PROGRAMMING

CROSS 
BOUNDARIES

EXPLORATION 
PROVOKING

NEW PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT

Visual Programming
Flow- Based

Real-time Feedback

Phone Interaction 
Integration

Direct Manipulation
Behivour Recorder
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WHY SOFTWARE?

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE

DESIGNER-ORIENTED ENGINEER-ORIENTED

RASPBERRY
PILITTLEBITS

ECLIPSE

ARDUINO 
IDE & BOARDS

Figure 3.13: Concept Positioning

Figure 3.12: Snapshot of the new progamming environment (Glue)

Figure 3.14: Concept Vision



PROTOTYPING
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Various prototyping techniques were used to explore, com-

municate and evaluate the concept. As a result, a minimum 

viable product (MVP) prototype with core features was built.

Html sketches (Figure 3.15) were built quickly using HTML 

canvas, CSS and Node.js. The purpose was to provide mini-

mal assets for video storytelling and to estimate the feasibility.

The visual mockups were printed out and presented to a 

group of people to test the usability and probe the interac-

tions. 

The GUI was iterated rapidly to ensure the visual represen-

tations make sense for users as well as keep the simplicity. 

More type of elements were added including visual blocks of 

different boards, sensors, actuators,  functions, etc.

What’s crucial about this thesis is that it was proposing me-

ta-data products - a tool for designers to create new objects. 

It’s too abstract to communicate and evaluate the concept, let 

alone convince users. Therefore an effort was spent deploy-

ing a minimum viable product (Figure 3.18) with some core 

functionalities. It was developed based on the node-webkit 

framework and wrapped as a desktop application. This MVP 

converts and executes visual logics, has the ability to com-

municate with generic microcontrollers like Arduino through 

Firmata  protocol.  Please see the appendix for more technical 

details.

HTML SKETCHING

PAPER PROTOTYPING

VISUAL MOCKUPING

Figure 3.15: HTML Sketches

Figure 3.17: Paper Prototypes and User Testing

Figure 3.16: Visual Mockups

LEAN DEVELOPMENT 

Figure 3.18:The minimum visable product





This chapter presents the result of this thesis - Glue, a desktop  

based visual programming environment enables designers to 

engage with programming and electronics in an easy way. 

Core features and elements of this practical tool are intro-

duced. 

A group of targeted users were invited to test the functioning 

final prototype and give critical feedback. The reflection of 

evaluations is also included in this chapter.

RESULT

RESULT 29



Glue

        

a

Sketching in Hardware Made Easy for Designers

3

1 1000

MEET GLUE

Design is experiencing a fundamental transformation. As 

designers in a digital and physical hybrid spectrum, we are 

coping with invisible materials like behaviours, interactions, 

data. New mindset, skills and especially tools are needed em-

power our explorations and creations.

Meet Glue, a flow-based visual programming environment 

focused particularly on sketching physical interactions and 

connected experiences. 

LEARNABLE PROGRAMMING

Many design tools today are still created with an engineer-

ing-centric mindset, making designers and other non-spe-

cialists engage with technologies in an uncomfortable way. 

Glue offers an alternative way to create the program by ma-

nipulating elements graphically rather than by specifying 

them textually. With visible logic flows and real-time feed-

back,  beginners can learn, understand and create program 

interactively.

CROSS BOUNDARIES

Glue is built with the ambition to enhance interactions be-

tween the digital world and the physical world. It takes full 

advantage of the digital power to augment physical interac-

tivity. The phone integration allows beginners easily set up 

flexible architectures and sketch connected experience with-

out a skilled developer. This a super power for designers in aa 

era of the internet of things.

EXPLORATION PROVOKING 

Glue enables designers to see across different design alter-

natives by direct manipulation and immediate feedback. 

Glue provides an even more powerful way of exploring in-

visible behaviours, which allows the user to capture certain 

behaviour within a period of time as data for further re-com-

position and reuse.
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USER INTERFACE
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1
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3

4 5

6

7

8 9

1. STAGE

A stage is a canvas on where users 

place the components and the logic 

connections.  By default, it is created 

with the size of 4000px*4000px and is 

resizable.

4. NOTIFICATION BAR

The notification bar is the place where 

the application can inform the user 

that something is wrong or attention 

should be paid.

5. FEEDBACK

A quick entrance to report bugs and 

give feedback directly to the creator of 

Glue. Clicking the button leads to your 

mail client.

6. COMPONENTS

A component is the main ingredient 

module providing a set of input and 

output handlers with different func-

tionalities.

7. LOGIC CONNECTION

Logic Connection can be established 

between two pins on different compo-

nents by manually drag and drop. It is a 

fundamental element to represent the 

logic flow.

8. HARDWARE STATE BAR

The state bar automatically updates 

and indicates current microcontroller 

model and relevant serial port infor-

mation.

9. STAGE NAVIGATOR

The navigator offers an easy and direct 

method to have an immediate eagle 

view of the whole project and relocate 

yourself within the stage by clicking or 

dragging the cursor.

2. SEARCH

The search bar offers quick access to 

any component and function. By typ-

ing a keyword, relevant items will be 

auto-suggested.

3. TOOLBOX

Toolbox is the place where all the com-

ponents and functions are collected 

and categorized. It’s always floating on 

the top of the stage and can be hidden 

and shown freely. 

Figure 5.1: The graphic user interface of Glue



HOW IT WORKS

CONNECTING THE HARDWARE

BUILDING YOUR LOGIC FLOW
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Glue supports a variety of Arduino-compatible Boards, a 

further version is planned to support other commonly used 

hardware platforms like SparkIO, Raspberry Pi, Beagle Board. 

The StandardFirmata library should be uploaded to the Ardu-

ino board in advance because Glue is implemented based on 

the Firmata protocol  for communicating Arduino with the 

host computer in real-time. Unlike the traditional way how 

Arduino works, Glue moves the computing part onto the 

host computer, Arduino board only receives data and exe-

cute commands sent from Glue. The automation of this step 

is also planned for the further version. Simply plug in your 

Arduino via USB and no configuration is needed. Glue will 

automatically connect to the hardware when it is initialized 

in the stage.

Figure 5.2: Iterations of the start button

ADDING COMPONENTS

Components are visual blocks serving particular functions. 

There’re many types of them: boards, sensors, actuators, 

controls, data, operators, math, phone-related, etc. Currently, 

a component can be added into stage either from the toolbox 

menu or by searching relevant keyword.

Glue is a visual programming environment, the program 

logic is created by manipulating and connecting different 

functional components. Figure 5.5 shows the process of how 

to build the logic connection between two components by 

dragging and dropping. The way of interaction really make 

programming more intuitive and playful for non-technolo-

gists. And all components on the stage can be rearranged and 

rewired.

Figure 5.4: Adding components from the toolbox

Figure 5.5: Building the logic connnection by dragging and dropping. 

Figure 5.3: Adding components by searching



LEVERAGING THE POWER OF DIGITAL CON-
TROLLERS

PLAYING WITH BEHAVIOURS
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As mentioned pervasively, Glue’s technical framework moves 

the computing power from the microcontroller to the host 

computer. Together with its graphical programming lan-

guage, it enables a wide range of benefits and possibilities 

from the digital world. Digital controllers like slider, button, 

switch, color picker, other customized widgets can be used 

to interact with sensors and actuators in the physical world. 

This sometimes alleviates the hassle of adding and interfac-

ing with extra physical controllers.

Figure 5.6: Controlling the brightness of an LED using a digital slider

SKETCHING CONNECTED EXPERIENCE

The ambition of Glue goes beyond blinking led and con-

trolling servo. Especially in the era of the connected world, 

Glue intends to offer more accessible tools for designers to 

tinker with connected products. The early version of Glue 

was therefore designed to integrate the smartphone inter-

actions. By adding basic components for interfacing with a 

smartphone, a beginner can set up a test environment rapidly 

to simulate a connected experience, such as controlling an 

object through the phone, or the data collected from a sensor 

can be sent and displayed on the phone UI. 

More features, like adding Bluetooth support and integrating 

with cloud services like Temboo, Xively, IFTTT are consid-

ered.on the development roadmap.

Glue was designed for better behaviours-explorations as well. 

The real-time environment provides instant feedback of ad-

justments.  Besides direct-manipulation, a more powerful 

feature was offered to play with complex behaviours - Be-

haviour Recorder. A behaviour recorder can be attached to 

an input component as an inspector to visualize and record a 

behaviour as data. Furthermore, the recorded behaviour  can 

be modified and reassigned to any actuator. 

Figure 5.7: Controlling an LED through a smartphone UI

Figure 5.8: Recording behaviour

Figure 5.9: Replaying behaviour
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EVALUATION

Based on the levels of expertise shown in the research char-

ter, a number of designers were selected to try out Glue. They 

were asked first to explore it freely, then were assigned to ac-

complish certain tasks. The primary purpose of this test was 

to evaluate:

1) people’s perception of Glue’s graphic user interface. Does 

the visual language make sense?

2) how easily they can adopt the programming model?

3) the idea of direct manipulation, behaviour recorder and 

phone integration.

Evaluation Video:  https://youtu.be/jVw5LAAiCK8

The overall first impression from participants was very posi-

tive. Participants appreciated the modern and clean design of 

Glue user interface and interactions. The look of Glue reflects 

the same philosophy of the essential functionalities — while 

keeping the flexibility, make things simple and prioritized. 

While comparing with classical IDEs such as Arduino and 

Eclipse, most participants made the point that these tools ei-

ther expose too many functionalities at once or hide them 

deeply. Glue handles the complexity well.

CLEAN DESIGN

People found it’s very easy to get started with Glue. Without 

learning the syntax of a programming language and making 

configurations, they can create and explore freely. What’s 

more, unlike traditional command line based IDEs that re-

quire users to go through a lengthy and strict compile process 

to see the result, Glue has a bigger capacity for uncertainty. 

For instance, participants can keep exploring even if mistakes 

were made. Glue is always reactive and provides instant feed-

back, to some extent, making programming more playful and 

nurturing the curiosity of the participants like gamification.

LOW THRESHOLD

Richard who has spent years introducing technical knowl-

edge to designers in the UID interaction lab suggested that 

Glue has great potential to be a fantastic educational tool by 

adding more compatibility for existing tools such as Arduino, 

Processing and various hardware platforms. Referred to his 

past experience, there are two categories of design students 

engaging with prototyping in the lab: 

1) Utility-centric: those that just want to get the work done 

within a limited time period required by the course. Glue cov-

ers their needs well yet by providing a simplified graphical 

programming environment, immediate feedback and ready 

to use functions.  

2) Learning-oriented: those that really want to get more ad-

vanced in programming and electronics. They are willing to 

be bothered with complex technical details. Features were 

also considered to enhance these users. For instance, Glue 

provides a code view allowing users access the functional 

code behind.

EDUCATIONAL TOOL

Figure 5.10: Eclipse UI vs. Glue UI

Figure 5.11: A participant was exploring different functions.



All participants experienced a certain degree of mismatch 

between their perceptions and the reality. Initially they all 

expected that all the visual blocks and connections created 

on the stage are the exact representations of circuits in the 

physical world. For instance, when they wanted to link the 

led with Arduino board in the application, they were looking 

for GND pins. Later, we all realised that the visual metaphor of 

Arduino Board in the application was slightly different from 

the real board. 

One of the fundamental ideas of Glue is to bridge the physical 

world and the digital world. With this spirit, a lot of commonly 

used controls in the digital world are introduced in Glue to 

enhance designers to control the analog worlds. For instance, 

a digital color picker can be used to directly control a physical 

RGB LED. Participants thought it’s a cool way of leveraging 

the digital power. 

However, the convenience comes with a cost.  For example,  

when users were told to build a logic to control the brightness 

of an LED,  without being aware of the existence of digital 

tools like a slider, most participants were looking for an ana-

log controller like potentiometer. And even they were intro-

duced to the digital slider. Participants at the beginning level 

were still confused about how to apply them.  

Suggestions were given to better distinguish and introduce 

physical components and digital components in the envi-

ronment. 

Three solutions were proposed to address this problem:

1) Mirror the physical world completely In this way, the ap-

plication works like a simulator, and designers can focus on 

the digital side first without hassling with hardware. After en-

suring everything works properly, the creator can shift focus 

back to hardware prototyping.

2) Make visual representations even more abstract in term of 

color and shape, preventing the misunderstanding.

MISMATCHED MENTAL MODEL

DISTINGUISH PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL COM-
PONENTS

Start

Figure 5.13: Arduino Board and its visual representation in Glue.

Figure 5.14: Controlling the color of a physical RGB LED using a 

digital color picker

Figure 5.15: A participant intended to link a visual potentiometer to 

an LED.
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3) Provide users with proper examples and tutorial in advance 

since most participants learned the differences quickly and 

tried to understand the new model.

Figure 5.12: Glue code view



Glue is a real-time environment which it provides immediate 

results whenever a change is made. In such environment, a 

start button is technically unnecessary. Based on the evalua-

tion, users still need a universal start button as the entry of a 

program and they complained about the current design and 

suggested that the start button should be obvious enough to 

reach.

Some participants were also exposed to examples before they 

started the tasks. They argued it helped the understanding of 

the system significantly and the introductions were extreme-

ly important for applications of the level of complexity. Feed-

backs were given on how to provide users with assistance.

IN-CONTEXT REFERENCE

The system has the intelligence to predict user’s behaviours 

and give suggestions in the right time. Figure 5.15 shows a 

hypothetical scenario of this idea. In this case, when the user 

added an LED element, the system captures this information 

and highlights relevant functions.

CUSTOMIZED ASSISTANCE

Customize assistant information for users at different levels 

of expertise. Figure 5.19 suggests a panel that the user can 

identify his/her skill level subjectively and vaguely when the 

application is started up.

GAMIFICATION OF LEARNING

Educate beginners by level-up tutorials and game elements. 

Give them rewards when a certain level is achieved. 

THE CONCEPT OF “START“

INTRODUCTION MATTERS

Figure 5.16: Iterations of the start button

Figure 5.17: Blink LED Example

Figure 5.18: Highlighting relevant functions

Figure 5.19: A panel for identifying user’s skill level

CONCLUSION

Despite these problems discussed above, most participants 

thought it would be a really potential practical tool to lower 

the barrier of programming for beginners. 

My own conclusion was that the programming actually is not 

a skill but a way of thinking. In order to think in program-

ming, you need a certain language. Each language has its ad-

vantages and disadvantages. There is actually no silver bullet. 

Like most other programming environments, Glue may just 

be another alternative way to enter the world of programming 

physical interactions, but it’s made especially for designers.
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EXHIBITION

DEGREE EXHIBITION

The project was presented during the annual degree talk and 

show at Umeå Institute of Design. For better communication, 

I created a concept video as well as several tangible objects 

as vehicles for different features and invited the audience to 

try them.

Feedbacks were given by a diverse crowd. Mandy design stu-

dents shared their experiences of learning programming and 

showed great interests in learning Glue. People thought this 

software has a great potential in teaching kid technologies. 

Also, I was suggested to contact and show Arduino core team 

on my project or maybe launch a campaign on Kickstarter.

SEMCON EXHIBITION

The project was also exhibited at the Semcon headquarter 

in Gothenburg. Though the general public who came to the 

event were mostly from the transportation industry, they 

found my project very understandable and promising. People 

from Autodesk and Semcon research department paid great 

attention during the event and contacted me for further dis-

cussions.

Concept Video: https://youtu.be/Den3RdODyro
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REFLECTION
Though many details could be better, overall I’m proud of 

what I’ve accomplished so far within the time constraint. 

During the process of the thesis project, there are actually  

multi-threads happening synchronously: academic paper 

writing, external communication, design practice.  I wish I 

had a better schedule for managing and having them mu-

tually reinforce each other. In practise, many times I was 

confused on the principle level because of different attitudes 

suggested by three threads and collisions between them. For 

instance, when I were reflecting and documenting what I’ve 

done, I intended to have a critical point of view on every-

thing, stay true with the facts provided by insights and eval-

uations from my design practice. However, the project time 

was too short to gain a deeper understanding of the problems 

and a comprehensively evaluated end-product. Therefore,  

sometimes my confidence wasn’t enough to set a great tone 

to convince myself and others. 

I was referred to a relevant paper written by Fallman, D. (2008) 

on a triangle model of design practice, design studies, and 

design exploration. This paper well explains my confusions 

and provides methodologies to facilitate and balance the re-

lationship between three extremes. It’s challenging and a ca-

reer-long learning experience.

Regarding the vision, this thesis turned out to be more like a 

problem-solving project focusing on “Now“. It doesn’t mean 

it’s bad. I wish I could set my vision even a bit further towards 

the future, have more wild speculations about tools but still 

keep the practical aspects.

The outcome result corresponds well with my three princi-

ples. And I actually built a visual programming environment 

which might be beyond the expectation of this MFA degree. 

It brings both good and bad effects for this project. On one 

hand, the big ambition definitely increased the tension of my 

work. And in the evaluation phase, small details were high-

lighted distracting the core experience. On another hand, 

however, the higher level of implementation made my prin-

ciples more  convincing by providing a tangible and practical 

way for discussion and evaluation. Many ideas just cannot be 

conveyed through mockups and videos. 

Nevertheless, if would be better if I had kept the simplicity of 

my principles. Rather than trying to build the whole environ-

ment and add features, maybe devoting time to ideate and 

create simple tools for one theme could be a smarter decision.

PROCESS

VISION

OUTCOME

FUTURE WORK
Figure 6.0: Multi-threads in the thesis project 
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Figure 6.1: Look beyond “Now”
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CURRENT

I’m definitely going to keep developing the final IDE because 

of I do believe my work can contribute to the design commu-

nity. As described in the evaluation section. There’re so many 

aspects I could improve my current design: probing better vi-

sual language, supporting more sensors and actuators, build-

ing communities and knowledge base, etc. 

I really look forward to actually release it to the public and see 

if it will change the world slightly.
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APPENDIX
PROJECT WEBSITE

http://dongzhixia.com/glue

GLUE SOURCE CODE

https://github.com/dongzhi/Glue

VIDEOS

Video Storytelling:   https://youtu.be/T_UOO32aBss

Concept Video:  https://youtu.be/Den3RdODyro

Evaluation:  https://youtu.be/jVw5LAAiCK8
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